
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 6:25 AM 
To: principal@yaraschool.net 
Cc: shehanask@yaraschool.net 
Subject: 20200428 - Let children learn to manage.... thank you for Virtual classes... 
 
Dear Madam, 

Ramadan Kareem to you and to your entire team. 

Congratulations for the grand success of Virtual class programme and it was possible because of you 

and your team’s efforts and co-operation. 

Your clear instructions to follow the classroom etiquettes was the baseline for the success.  

Since we are in India, we thought it is difficult to catch up the lessons by our daughter and we 

planned to write a letter to you to prefer the recorded class instead of virtual classes. But we are 

very happy that our daughter had a new experience of using technologies. 

Earlier we had a question about class room equipment how the teachers would be deal that. As 

usual our teachers efforts are amazing and bring us the classroom feel in the first day itself. Teachers 

like Mrs.Shaheen plays the major role in influencing the minds of children and make them 

concentrate the classes. It’s our pleasure to have a teacher like Mrs.Shaheen for our daughter. 

We would like to share the virtual class experience with Mrs. Shaheen. 

         Start up with prayers and warm up exercise helps the children to focus the class. 

         “1, 2 eyes on you” “Give me one, Give me two” helps continuing to focus the classes 

without disrupting. 

         Her patience and answering/ clarifying student’s doubts is amazing like she tells to her 

students. (My children are amazing it gives a positive attitude to the children to approach 

her easily). 

         Sending weekly updates, CW, HW worksheets on every Thursday helps us for the early 

preparation of smooth running of the classes. 

         Her supports on practice assignment and weekend activities are remarkable. Attached 

some of the activities which did by our daughter 

R.H. Mahisha. 

  

Finally your specific instruction for smooth running of 

virtual classes is true and i.e., “Let Children learn to 

manage zoom class. By doing so, we are teaching 

them life skills”. 

We thank you for your commitment, dedication and 

salute your efforts to positively influence the students 

to the new heights. 

  

Regards 

Parents of R.H. Mahisha (Grade I ‘E’ Section)  

Rajapandi & Hemalatha 


